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Abstra t

entities des ribing some software system).

To group related things together (for example to form subsystems), resear hers in Reverse
Engineering are looking for algorithms that reate meaningful groups.
One su h algorithm, Con ept Analysis, reeived a lot of interest re ently. It reates a
latti e of on epts whi h have some advantages
over the more traditional tree of lusters from
lustering algorithms.
We will argue that the main interest of Conept Analysis lies in the on epts themselves
and an be dis onne ted from the parti ular
stru ture (the latti e of on epts) in whi h the
on epts are usually arranged. We will ompare Con ept Analysis to various other algorithms trying to sele t the most important onepts ontained in a set of entities.
Our main on lusion is that although it have
advantages, the latti e of on epts su er from
a major drawba k that other onstru ts do not
have: it returns mu h more information ( onepts) than what it was given in input (a set of

Introdu tion
The reverse engineering ommunity showed
re ently a lot of interest in an approa h alled
Con epts Analysis [6, 11, 14℄. Resear hers have
ompared this new approa h to more traditional ones, as lustering, and found it to have
qualities that lustering does not exhibit. In
these works, Con epts Analysis is usually assoiated to a stru ture alled a latti e of on epts
(or Galois latti e).
Although we agree that Con ept Analysis
has some interest for Reverse Engineering, we
will dis uss an important problem of the latti e of on epts: It usually outputs mu h more
information ( on epts) than what it was given
in input. The ratio an go from thri e, up to
hundreds of times, more information output;
thus overwhelming the user instead of helping
him to get an abstra t view of a set of data.
In this paper, we denoun e this fa t and propose some solutions to try to extra t only the
most signi ant on epts. We will rst present
the notion of on ept, whi h is entral to this
dis ussion. We will then propose various algo-
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rithms to build graphs of on epts, in luding
the traditional Con ept Analysis resulting in a
latti e of on ept. Finally before on luding,
we propose some experimental results to help
ompare the algorithms previously introdu ed.

However, all ouples are not on epts.
To that e e t, a ouple must respe ts also
the following requirements: Given a ouple
(fEg,fIg) where E is the extent (list of entities) of the ouple and I is the intent (list of
attributes) of the ouple,

1 Con epts

 there is no entity that has all the at-

tributes in I and is not member of E;

Con epts are groups of entities, that may be
des ribed by their properties. Wille in [17℄ dene a on ept as having three omponents: A
name, a list of attributes des ribing the onept ( alled the intent ) and a list of entities
belonging to the on ept ( alled the extent ). A
on ept an be indi erently referred to by any
of these three omponents. More spe i ally
this means that a on ept is uniquely identied by its intent or its extent. In other words,
given the intent of a on ept, one an always
re onstru t its extent, and vi e-versa, the two
are isomorphi .

 there is no attribute that belongs to all

entities in E and is not member of I.

The ouple (fF2. ,F3. g,ffopen,freeg)
is not a on ept be ause printf also belongs to F2. and F3. whi h
violates
the
se ond
requirement.
(fF2. ,F3. g,ffopen,printf,freeg)
is
a on ept for the data set proposed in Table 1.
The two extra requirements to be a on ept,
insure that there is an isomorphism between
the intent and the extent of the ouple.
Note that one an easily de ne a generalization/spe ialization relation between su h onepts. Given two on epts C1 = (E1 ; I1 ) and
C2 = (E2 ; I2 ), we will say that C1 is more general than C2 i :

Table 1. Description of some files with the routines they refer to.

File

F1.
F2.
F3.

Des ription
fsizeof, mallo , reallo , freeg
ffopen, printf, fprintf, f lose, freeg
ffopen, fs anf, printf, mallo , freeg

I1

 I2

That is to say if C2 is des ribed with all C1
attributes plus some other ones, then C2 is a
spe ialization of C1 . Be ause of the isomorphism between intent and extent, we have the
following property:

Formally,

on epts are (named) ouples:
(<entity-list>,<attribute-list>). The
meaning of su h a ouple is that:

I1

 I2 , E2  E1

This onforms to intuition, sin e it is natural
that a spe ialization of a on ept (here C2 speializes C1 ) has less instan es than this on ept
E2  E1 (but more attributes).
One an de ne hierar hi al graphs of onepts based on this relation.
In the literature, the on epts are always asso iated with the latti e of on epts (or Galois latti e) whi h is a onvenient hierar hi al

 All the obje ts in <entity-list> possess
all the attributes in <attribute-list>,

or it is not possible to nd an entity
in <entity-list> and an attribute in
<attribute-list> su h that the entity
does not have the attribute.

(fF2. ,F3. g,ffopen,freeg) is a valid ou-

ple based on the data presented in Table 1.
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if it has more than 5 instan es and less than
7 attributes"), but rather try to ompare the
on epts between themselves (e.g. \a on ept
is important if it has stri tly more attributes
than all its super- on epts").
We will rst present the latti e of on epts,
and then two methods to limit the set of extra ted on epts.

graph to extra t all the on epts from a data
set. We will see that there are other hierar hial graphs whi h may be of interest too.

2 Graphs of Con epts
We now present di erent graph stru tures
that may be used to organize the on epts extra ted from a data set into a inheritan e hierar hy. Given a data set, there is a nite
(maximal) set of on epts that an be extra ted from it. This is the set extra ted by the
latti e of on epts. The di erent other stru tures present di erent possible subsets of this
maximal set of on epts.
The name of \stru ture" an be misleading,
sin e the di eren e resides in the method (algorithm) used to extra t the on epts. The
stru tures themselves depend dire tly and unequivo ally on the parti ular set of on epts
extra ted. They onsist in a graph of all the
on epts extra ted, related by the inheritan e
relation de ned in the previous se tion.
We will rst present the latti e of on epts
whi h ontains all on epts from a given data
set. This parti ularity makes it a referen e for
the other whi h may be onsidered as ontaining subsets of all the on epts in the latti e.
The idea that the latti e of on epts exhibit all the possible on epts ontained in a set
of entities is interesting be ause it allows to
see the it as a sear h spa e where any on ept
extra tion method will look for important onepts. This ontributes to set a ommon base
on whi h to ompare all the methods. For example, a method's ability of abstra tion ould
be simply measured in the per entage of onept from the latti e of on epts it a ept.
In [5℄ we present the on lusions of some experiments in designing su h methods to sele t
the most important on epts from a latti e of
on epts. One of our on lusions was that any
su h method should not onsider the on epts independently (e.g. \a on ept is important

2.1 Lattices of concepts

This stru ture proved its utility for browsing
purposes [7℄. This is the one usually asso iated
with Con ept Analysis. The set of on epts of
the latti e and the latti e itself or presented
respe tively in Figure 1 and Table 2.
C0
C1
C3

C2
C4

C5

C6
Figure 1. Lattice of concepts for the data set
in Table 2.

The latti e has the interesting property that
it ontains all the on epts from a set of data.
This, however, may also prove to be a drawba k sin e the latti e ontains usually mu h
more on epts than the number of data it was
given in input. It has absolutely no synthesis
apabilities. The maximal number of on epts
ontained in a set of data is theoreti ally exponential in the number of obje ts in the data
set (although in pra ti e is is usually linear in
the number of obje ts [9℄. In our experiments
we got from 3 to thousand of times more on3

Table 2. All concepts contained in the data set of Table 1.

Name Extent

C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

fF1.
fF1.
fF2.
fF1.
fF3.
fF2.
;

Intent
, F2. , F3. g ffreeg
, F3. g
fmallo , freeg
, F3. g
ffree, fopen, printfg
g
fsizeof, mallo , reallo , freeg
g
fmallo , free, fopen, printf, fs anfg
g
ffree, fopen, f lose, printf, fprintfg
fsizeof, mallo , reallo , free, fopen,
f lose, printf, fprintf, fs anfg
sub- on epts as an arti ial hierar hy of
ouples, all with the same \intent" but di erent extents2 .

epts outputs than the number of entities introdu ed.
2.2 Graph Based on Clustering

 The tree only allows simple inheritan e

We have developed an alternative method
to build a graph of on epts based on a hierarhi al lustering method, that we will des ribe
here However, we will not des ribe in length
the parti ular hierar hi al lustering algorithm used1 .
Clustering is a statisti al mean that aims at
gathering into oherent lusters, some set of
entities. The goal to a hieve is to reate luster with high internal ohesion (entities within
a luster are highly related) and low external
oupling (few relations between entities in di erent lusters). Agglomerative hierar hi al
algorithms start from individual entities, gather them two by two into small lusters whi h
are in turn gathered into larger lusters up to
one nal luster ontaining everything. They
result in a binary tree of lusters.
To get a hierar hy of on epts from this binary tree, we need to solve four problems:

between the ouples, whereas a typi al set
of on epts heavily relies on multiple inheritan e.

 Due to these last two problems, the ou-

ples in the tree may not respe t the extra
requirements for a ouple to be a on ept
(see se tion x1): Be ause of the arti ial
hierar hy of ouples, the sub- ouples may
la ks some entities in their extent. Beause of the simple inheritan e onstraint,
some ouples, do not know all their subon epts and also la ks some entities in
their extent.

In [4℄ we propose a solution to remedy these
problems, it builds a general graph of on epts
from the binary tree of lusters. This is done
in three steps, the rst one being presented in
Table 3 (lower part) for a possible luster set
(upper part) extra ted from the data in Table
1.
First we need to see lusters as ouples and
not only as a gathering of entities, whi h means
we should see them as a pair intent/extent and

 Clusters are not thought of as ouples,

they are usually only onsidered as sets
of entities and have no intent.

 The tree of luster being binary, it must

2 The

binary tree a tually ontains lusters whi h
don't have intent. They will be ouples only after we
solve the rst problem.

represent a on ept with more than two

1 This

information may be found in [10, 15, 16℄
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Table 3. Converting clusters (left column) to concepts (right column).

Clusters
Con epts
(=Extent)
Name Extent
fF1. g
C0 fF1. g
fF2. g
C1 fF2. g
fF3. g
C2 fF3. g
fF2. ,F3. g
C3 fF2. ,F3. g
fF1. ,F2. ,F3. g
C4 fF1. ,F2. ,F3. g

not only an extent. We propose to do it simply
by taking for intent of a ouple, the interse tion of the des riptions of all the entities in the
extent of the luster.

Intent
fsizeof,mallo ,reallo ,freeg
ffree,fopen,f lose,printf,fprintfg
fmallo ,free,fopen,printf,fs anfg
ffree,fopen,printfg
ffreeg

2.3 Godin’s Pruning Method

Godin in [8℄ propose his own version of a
pruned latti e of on epts.
Some on epts inherit attributes from their
super- on ept(s) and introdu e some new attributes as well. Other on epts do not introdu e any new attributes, but only re ord a
parti ular ombination of two (or more) superon epts through multiple inheritan e. For example C4 has ve attributes in Table 2, but
only one is represented in Figure 2. C6 does
not introdu e any new attribute.
Similarly, some on epts ontain all the instan e of their sub- on ept(s) and have instan es of their own. Other on epts, only
ontain the union of all their sub- on epts' instan es. Making an analogy with the obje t
model, one ould all these latter abstra t onepts by opposition to the former on rete onepts with instan es of their own. For example
C2 ontains two entities in Table 2, but none
is represented in Figure 2.
Godin proposes to onsider as nonimportant those abstra t on epts that do not
introdu e any attributes of their own.
Given this new graphi al representation
(Figure 2), the on epts Godin proposes to eliminate are those that appear with an empty
intent and empty extent (note that this is only
a di erent representation of the same on epts,
they are not a tually empty).
Other pruning methods similar to this one
have been proposed: [12, 13℄.

Note that the entities' attributes may be
weighted, in that ase we onvert them to
boolean attributes (present in the entity or
not). A weight of zero indi ates that the attribute is absent from the entity, otherwise it
is present.
Se ond, we need to turn these ouples into
on epts, whi h means re omputing the extent of ea h ouple from its intent. As a rule the
ouples from the previous step ontain less entities in their extents that they should. The
new extent is re omputed by in luding all entities whi h have all attributes of the ouple's
intent in their des ription.
We now have on epts, and there is no need
to re ompute intents from the new extents.
Finally, we put all these on epts into a
graph stru ture by omputing the inheritan e
links between the on epts.
We believe that this method has the advantage that it a tually builds an abstra tion of
the data orpus by extra ting only the most
interesting on epts.
In [5℄, we propose an algorithm that gives
similar results by mimi king hierar hi al lustering inside the latti e of on epts.
5

C0:({},{free})
C1:({},{malloc})
C3:({F1.c},{sizeof,realloc})

C2:({},{fopen,printf})

C4:({F3.c},{fscanf})

C5:({F2.c},{fprintf,fclose})

C6:({},{})

Figure 2. Illustration of Godin’s pruning method. The graph is the same as in Figure 1. Compare the
information represented with the actual intents and extents of the concepts in Table 2.

3 Simplifying the data set

lustering was intended from the beginning to
deal with noise.
If we, now, onsider entities whi h are les
des ribed by the list of routines they all (ea h
routine is a possible attribute): We propose
to say that utility routines (in C, it ould be
mallo , free, . . . ) are non-domain attributes,
they are alled only for implementation purposes and do not a tually represent the domain. Therefore alls to these routines will be
onsidered noise.
In the same ontext, errors ould take the
form of dead ode, whi h would result in the
entities' des riptions as alls to domain routines whi h should not be there. The opposite
error (absen e of a domain attribute in a des ription that should ontain it, i.e. a missing
routine all) would be rarer if we assume that
the ode is working.
This analysis points to the graph based on
lustering as a better solution be ause it should
not su er from error in the ode whereas it
would provide better results when dealing with
noise.
To try to improve the results of the latti e
of on ept, one ould tried to remove the noise
from the ode before extra ting the latti e of
on epts.

The last two stru tures exhibit sub-sets of
the set of on epts extra ted by the latti e.
They extra t (a lot) less on epts that the latter. But we should also ompare them on other
grounds.
In [5℄ we ompared the resistan e to noise
and errors in the data (see below the de nition
of these two terms) of the latti e of on epts
and the graph based on lustering.
In the ontext of this experiment, we had
two types of attributes, those that a tually
belonged to the domain and those whi h did
not. Noise was de ned as the presen e of
non-domain attribute in an entity's des ription. Errors were de ned as the absen e of
a domain attribute in an entity's des ription
that should have ontained it, or addition of
a domain attribute in an entity's des ription
that should not have ontained it.
We showed that the graph based on lustering is mu h more resistant to noise than
the latti e of on epts (and ould a tually take
advantage of some noise), and that the latter
was more resistant to errors. One expli ation
is that the latti e of on epts extra t all the
possible on epts in the data, therefore, noise
produ es many (erroneous) on epts, whereas
6

s hema (we all them des riptive features, see
[3℄) used to des ribe these entities are3 :

3.1 Utility attributes

Van Deursen, in [6℄, applies the approa h
proposed above. His solution di ers from the
previous ones in that, instead of trying to simplify the set of on epts extra ted, he proposes
to simplify the data set before extra ting onepts.
This solution has two interests:

In luded les: A ording to the les in luded by ea h entity.

Words in ident.: A ording to the words

found in all identi ers ea h entity ontains.

 It an be used in onjun tion with the two

Combination: A ording to all routines, us-

 It introdu es the issue of the des ription

We will use two metri s to ompare the various graphs of on ept obtained:

er de ned types, global variables, les or
ma ros referen ed in ea h entity. Note
that In luded les is a part of Combination.

previous stru ture: First one simpli es the
data set then one sele ts the most interesting on epts existing in this new data
set. Su h a ombined solution should give
better results.

of the entities in the data set (what van
Deursen tries to simplify). We will see
that this issue is of the utmost importan e.

Number of on epts: This measures the
degree of abstra tion a method
a hieve.

an

Van Deursen used the latti e to nd possible lasses from Data Division \stru tures" in
Cobol programs. In his work, ea h data is an
entity and the attributes are the programs in
whi h the data are used. Van Deursen noted that some programs are utilities that a ess many or all data. These introdu e noise
in the data set to whi h the latti e of on epts is extremely sensible. By removing them, he
was able to larify the data set and extra t less
on epts.
We identify su h utility attributes by the
large number of entities that possess them.

Design quality: This is measured using tra-

4 Some Experimental Results

Table 4 presents some information on the
system studied. \Non util." are attributes
whi h are not utilities. Following van Deursen,
they were de ned as attributes possessed by

ditional ohesion and oupling metri s.
The exa t formula for these two metri s
is given for example in [2℄.
Cohesion and oupling should be omputed either for a single on ept ( onsidered
as a subsystem in this ase) or for a partition of the entire data set. However, all
methods produ e graphs of on ept. The
numbers we will present are an average of
the ohesion (or oupling) of all on epts.
One should use these results with aution4.

We ondu ted a few simple experiments to
ompare the various methods proposed above.
We will now present and omment their results.
Data are extra ted from the Mosai system.
For this omparison, the kind of entity used
( les, routines, stru tured types, et .) has little importan e. We used les. The various

3 For

more information on the des riptive
features,
see
http://www.site.uottawa. a/
anquetil/Clusters/ or [1℄
4 See also [3℄ or [1℄ for a dis ussion of other problems
asso iated to these two metri s.
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portion of the total, they have few in uen e on the average, but for the two other methods they ontribute greatly to redu e (worsen) the average ohesion. The
se ond ohesion, ex luding singleton onepts shows a mu h better result for the
two other methods than for the latti e of
on epts.

Table 4. Some information on the data sets
used. Combination, Included file and Words in ident. are three descriptive features for
files. Attrib.’s “use” gives the average number of entities in which attributes appear. “#
non util.” gives the number of attributes
which are not considered utilities (i.e. which
appears in less than 20 entities.)

 Coupling does not hange mu h for all ex-

Combin- In luded
Words
ation
les in ident.
# entity
225
# attribute
3059
211
3821
attrib.'s \use"
3.021
4.553
4.228
# non util.
2996
202
3781

periments and is always worse (higher) for
the latti e of on epts.

 Van Deursen's method to eliminate noise

from the data does work. However, it does
not seem to have a de isive impa t on the
results (for example the latti e of on epts
still have many more on epts than the
two other).
Results on average ohesion seem unpredi table; there seems to be a slight inrease of the ohesion without utility attributes; and no signi ant modi ation
of the average oupling.
The improvement introdu ed by this
method does not seem as interesting as
what sele tion in the set of on epts an
provide. However, we did not try to netune the threshold value used to de ne utility attributes ( 20 entities possessing
a utility attribute). This ould improve
further the results.

less than a given number of entities. In our
experiments, utility attributes are those whi h
are possessed by 20 entities or more. See in
the table the average \use" of the attributes;
for the three des riptive features, it is below
ve entities possessing an attribute.
The results are given in Table 5. From these,
we draw the following on lusions:
 Clearly, the Latti e of on epts may on-

tain a great deal of on epts. In most ases, it is doubtful that a user an have any
use of su h a quantity of information (e.g.
tens of thousand of on epts from only 225
entities).
The pruning method proposed by Godin
is more reasonable and the method based
on lustering is the one with less on epts
overall. This is why we say it has better
abstra tion apability.

 The hoi e of des riptive feature has more

impa t on the latti e of on epts. For example, \Combination" is not very good
(too many on epts) be ause ea h des riptive feature in the ombination will produ e its own set of many simplisti onepts whi h are probably of little interest.

 Cohesion seems very good for the latti e

of on epts, however this good result is
favored by the singleton on epts (whi h
ontain only one entity). Cohesion is not
de ne for these on epts and we arbitrarily set it to 0. For the latti e of on epts,
where the singleton on epts or a small

5

Con lusion

We have presented and dis ussed various
methods to extra t on epts from a set of data.
8

Table 5. Comparison of three graphs of concepts according to different metrics, for three descriptive
features.

Latti e of Con epts

# pts Cohesion #singl. Cohesion Coupl.
(normal)
(no singl.)
Combination

19971

0.235

204

0.237

0.058

Godin's pruning

1048

0.237

197

0.246

0.049

Based on Clustering

364

0.058

189

0.320

0.049

Latti e of Con epts

791

0.200

125

0.238

0.054

Godin's pruning

164

0.076

111

0.234

0.048

Based on Clustering

235

0.125

113

0.241

0.049

Latti e of Con epts 114285

0.172

415

0.172

0.053

1893

0.160

233

0.183

0.046

392

0.147

215

0.326

0.046

same, no util. attrib.
same, no util. attrib.
same, no util. attrib.
same, no util. attrib.
same, no util. attrib.
same, no util. attrib.

3787
981

0.119

194

1851

same, no util. attrib.

0.193

255

same, no util. attrib.

372
295

0.148
186
In luded les

476

31455

Based on Clustering

0.199

330

same, no util. attrib.

Godin's pruning

0.256

114
110

0.111
104
Words in ident.
0.193
0.119

380

0.111

372
232
213

0.284
0.284
0.338
0.254
0.208
0.240
0.181
0.184
0.333

0.056
0.050
0.050
0.054
0.048
0.049
0.051
0.046
0.046

One of these methods, the latti e of on epts,
has re ently re eived a lot of attention. Our
main point is that although this is an interesting onstru t, it also have a very signi ant
drawba k for reverse engineering be ause it has
no abstra tion apability. It extra ts absolutely all on epts ontained in the set of data and
ommonly returns tens of on epts for every
entity it is given in input.

of on epts would be to serve as a omparison
base for all other methods.

Con epts (and Con ept Analysis) are usually presented and studied in the ontext of
this parti ular stru ture, but we rather propose to use them with other onstru ts that
would make a sele tion in the set of all possible on epts. A new interest of the latti e

[2℄ N. Anquetil and T. C. Lethbridge. Extra ting Con epts from File Names; a New File
Clustering Criterion. In International Conferen e on Software Engineering, ICSE'98,
pages 84{93. IEEE, IEEE Comp. So . Press,
Apr. 1998.
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